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Abstract 

The late Triassic-early Jurassic Vinding and Gas
sum Formations are redefined and mapped within the 
Norwegian-Danish Basin. The Vinding Formation is 
a brackish marine shallow water deposit restricted 
to the Danish Subbasin. It is oflate Norian-Rhaetian 
age. The Gassum Formation is a fluvio-deltaic to 
near-shore marine, arenaceous deposit carried from 
north and east into the basin. Its upper part is dia
chronous, ranging in age from Rhaetian in the basin 
center to late Sinemurian in the northern margin. It 
is proposed that the Ullerslev Formation is repealed. 
The parallelism between the course of sedimentation 
in the Norwegian-Danish Basin, the North German 
Basin and the Polish Basin indicates eustatic sea 
level changes to be of greater importance than local 
tectonic events. 

Introduction 

The onshore drilling activity for hydrocarbons m 
Denmark (map fig. 1) has for many years been con
centrated on Mesozoic sandstone reservoirs and/or 
Zechstein carbonates. Among the main objectives 
have been the Rhaetic sandstones, named the Gas
sum Formation by Larsen (1966), of the Danish Sub
basin (fig. 2), which forms the eastern part of the 
Norwegian-Danish Basin. In recent years some off
shore wells were also drilled on analogous prospects, 
i.e. on closures formed over the crests of the many 
structures of Zechstein salt confined to the central 
part of the basin (fig. 2). 

Commonly the drilling was abandoned when the top 
of the Triassic Keuper red beds was penetrated, and 
after drilling through the dark grey claystones of the 
Vinding Formation. Since the naming of the Vinding 
and Gassum Formations by Larsen in 1966, much 
new information has been obtained on both the lith
ology and palaeontology of the two formations, and 
it was felt necessary to redefine the units. A demand 
for a mapping of the Gas sum Formation in connection 
with the setting up of pilot projects for utilization of 
geothermal energy further stimulated efforts to work 
up the new material. Due to the lack of sufficient con
trol points the maps presented must be regarded as 
provisional and generalized. Also the effect of halo
kinetic movements in the Zechstein salt has been 
neglected, although some pillow formation is noted 
already in the Upper Triassic Keuper, as evidenced 
by seismics. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to give a re
description and redefinition of the Vinding and Gas
sum Formations and thereby contribute to a clarifi
cation of the lithostratigraphy of the late Triassic
early Jurassic deposits of the Norwegian-Danish 
Basin. The study is mainly based on a re-evaluation 
of existing wire line logs, lithological and biostrati
graphical reports and the published information given 
in the literature list. The biostratigraphical evaluation 
is mainly based on published and unpublished ostra
cod studies by 0. Bruun Christensen (DGU) and 0. 
Michelsen (DGU), and on palynological studies by 
the present author. It has however been necessary 
to carry out supplementary palynological analyses 
of the Gassum Formation in the poorly dated north
ernmost wells of Jylland. 

The two formations were described and named by 
Larsen (1966), who considered them contemporane
ous. The Vinding Formation was regarded as the 
basinal marine claystones, whereas the Gassum 
Formation was described as a marginal fluvio-deltaic 
deposit. In accordance with the biostratigraphical 
results published in Sorgenfrei & Buch (1964) both 
formations were referred to the Rhaetic sensu ger
manico. The original description of the formations 
is quoted below. Larsen also defined the Ullerslev 
Formation as a local Rhaetic deltaic deposit fringing 
part of the Ringkjl)bing-Fyn High, part of which was 
thought to have formed an island in the Rhaetian sea. 

Christensen (1962, 1963, 1971 and 1973) dealt with 
the ostracod faunas of the Vinding Formation (as 

defined in the present paper) in a number of wells. 
The recovered faunas compare well with contempo
raneous German assemblages. In a paper from 1972, 
Christensen maintained Larsen' s concepts with re
gard to the Rhaetic facies distribution. He further 
demonstrated the typical presence of oolitic lime
stones in the lower transgressive part of the Rhaetic. 

Bertelsen & Michelsen (1970) studied the mega
spore and ostracod assemblages of the Rhaetic
Lower Jurassic section in the Rjl)dby 1 well. The 
Triassic-Jurassic boundary can be defined rather 
precisely by a change in the megaspore assemblage. 

Michelsen, who has described the Lower Jurassic 
litho- and biostratigraphy of the Norwegian-Danish 
Basin in several publications (1973, 1975, 1978 a.o.), 
demonstrated the diachronous nature of the Gas sum 
Formation; that is, he showed the upper part of the 
formation in the most northerly wells in Jutland to 
range into or through the Sinemurian, whereas the top 
part in the centre of the basin is Rhaetian to early 
Hettangian in age. 
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Fig. 3. Main characteristics of the palynological assemblages of the Vinding and Gassum Formations in the Gassum 1 well. The location 

of the well is seen in fig. 1. The core 4950-4970' contains a fauna of Hettangian age (Michelsen 1975) and assemblage IV is therefore 

of transitional Rhaetain/Hettangian age. Assemblage I-III indicates a Rhaetian age (cf. Lund 1977). 

Palynology of the offshore Dansk Nordsl) F-1 and 

K-1 Triassic sections was included in a study by 
Bertelsen (1975), who recognized both formations in 
the K-1 well, but only the Gassum Formation in the 
F-1 well. The palynofloras of the two wells were 
similar to those described from the late Triassic of 

England, Sweden, Poland and Germany. 
Lund (1977) gave a comprehensive description of 

the Upper Triassic-Lower Jurassic palynofloras 

from wells of the North German Basin including the 
Danish RS)dby 1 well, and samples from Skane 
(Sweden). On the basis of his analyses and of litera
ture studies, he was able to establish a regional 
miospore zonation for the eastern part of the North 

Sea Basin. This zonation seems to be applicable, with 

some modifications, to the Norwegian-Danish Ba
sin. This is of special importance for the stratigra

phical breakdown of this basin, because miospores 
are the only fossils found in all of the recovered facies 

types. 
A number of the vast group of papers dealing with 

various subjects of »Rhaeto-Liassic« geology in 
neighbouring countries is quoted in the description 
of the basinal development. Other sources used for 

the compilation of the maps may be found in the litera

ture list. 
It must be stressed that the term 'Rhaetic' is li

thostratigraphic, whereas Rhaetian is a chronostra

tigraphical stage unit. 



Vinding Formation (Larsen 
1966) emend. 

Type section. Vinding No. 1 borehole, DGU File No. 
76.94 

56°17'26" N -08°41'56" E of Greenwich 

Depth interval (Larsen 1966) 
1523m-1663m below M.S.L. 

Depth interval (proposed) 
1591m-1648m below M.S.L. 
1652m-1710m below K.B. (Mud log+ Dril
ling rate) 

Thickness in type section: 58 m 

Reference section. R~nde No. 1 borehole, DGU File 
No. 80.164. 

(fig. 4) 56°18' 15" N - 10°26'07" E of Greenwich 

Depth interval (proposed) 
271 lm-2782m below M.S.L. 
2753m-2825m below K.B. (Gamma Ray
Neutron 1:200) 

Thickness in reference section: 72 m 

Original description. »At Vinding, in the south-western part of the 
basin, the Rhaetic is developed as dark to almost black clays about 
180 m thick, in which subordinate, very thin sandstone bands oc
cur. This development is clearly marine as shown by the content 
of both molluscs and microfossils. Very little is known about the 
geographical extent of this particular development. In the nearby 
boring Vemb l an evidently non-marine deposit has been attributed 
with some uncertainty to the Rhaetic, but since there are no cores 
from this well, the relation to the Vinding occurrence cannot be 
regarded as having been settled satisfactorily. Until now there has 
not been any definite information about Rhaetic occurrences in the 
salt dome area that separates Vinding from the localities Fjerrits
lev, Vedsted and Gass um. The isolated occurrence of marine 
Rhaetic at Vinding is called the Vinding Formation in the following 
account. It is possible that the clayey beds forming the base of 
the Gassum Formation in Horsens l and Gassum l should really 
be assigned to the Vinding Formation, but this question can only 
be settled after further, more detailed studies.« (Larsen 1966, p. 
25). 

Remarks 

New information from several borings in the region 
(fig. 2) has revealed that the above-mentioned sug-
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gestion by Larsen is correct. The dark grey marine 
claystones in Vinding can be traced to Horsens 1 in 
the southeast, to Gassum 1 in the northeast, and as 
far as to the K-1 well in the North Sea (Bertelsen 
1975). In the redefinition of the formation, however, 
the following facts must be pointed out. First, the 
presence of limestones in the formation has been 
found to be very typical (cf. Christensen 1972). This 
character is not mentioned in the description of Lar
sen although limestones are figured in the lithological 
column of the Vinding 1 well (Larsen, plate XI). Sec
ondly, a comparison with the neighbouring N~vling 
1 borehole (as divided here - not as divided by 
Christensen, 1973) ,in the light of the new information 
seems to prove that the younger arenaceous Gassum 
Formation is included in the upper part of the type 
section of the Vinding Formation sensu Larsen. 
Third, no electrical logs have been run in the Vinding 
1 borehole. For modem subsurface evaluation and 
correlation an adequately logged reference section is 
of major importance. 

The R~nde 1 well is chosen as temporary reference 
section until a more feasible modem well is released. 
The interval in question was described by Christen
sen ( 1971) and Dinesen ( 1971). The shown lithological 
column has been revised by the present author. No 
cores were taken in R~nde 1, but in the nearby Gas
sum 1 well good cored sections are available in an 
almost identical lithological section of the formation. 
The results of the palynological investigation of the 
Gassum cores are shown in fig. 3. 

Redescription 

Lateral extension and thickness 

The Vinding Formation is limited to the central part 
of the Danish Subbasin (map fig. 5). It extends out 
into the North Sea to the K-1 well (Bertelsen 1975), 
but is not yet reported from Norwegian waters. How 
far it extends towards the southeast along the axis 
of the basin is somewhat doubtful. The section from 
the Slagelse 1 well is atypically poor in carbonates 
- but is nevertheless included - and a mixed, more 
arenaceous facies is recovered in the R~dby and Ul
lerslev wells. 

The thickness is typically between 40-90 meters. 
The releasable and revised well data are listed in table 
1. 
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Lithology 

The formation consists of interbedded claystones 
and limestones. The claystones are commonly la
minated, with a varying silt content which generally 
increases in the upper part. Dark grey to black olive
grey colours are dominating, but brown and greenish 
shadings are sporadically encountered. The clay
stones are generally calcareous (dolomitic), pyrite
and microlignite bearing. Anhydrite is sporadically 
present in the lower part. The limestones occur at 
rather constant levels and can be traced from well to 
well by means of wire line logs. The base of the for
mation is generally formed by grey and brown, micro
crystalline dolomitic limestones. Greyish and brown
ish oolitic or pellet limestones are commonly devel
oped in the middle part. In the upper part are found 
thin individual seams and bands of dolomitic lime
stones. 

Log motifs and boundary definitions 

The base of the formation can be traced from borehole 
to borehole by means of a gamma ray log, from which 
it is defined below a major negative peak of the basal 
dolomitic limestone. The rapid change of claystones 
and limestones is indicated by the many wide-ranging 
oscillations in the acoustic logs. The top of the for
mation is indirectly defined at the base of the basal 
sandstones of the constantly and conformably over
lying Gassum Formation. It is most distinct in a 
CNL/FDC overlay log, by means of which possible 
limestone peaks in the gamma ray log are discemable 
from sand peaks (cf. Schlumberger 1974). In older 
wells with only limited wireline logs available, the top 
of the formation has been set by means of a gamma 
ray or S.P. log. In contrast to the beds of the basal 
Gassum Formation the claystones of the uppermost 
Vinding Formation frequently show caving, as seen 
from the caliper log. 

Geological age 
The age of the formation is late Norian-Rhaetian (cf. 
ostracod studies by 0. Bruun Christensen and pa
lynological analyses by the present author). 

Interpretation of the depositional history 

The deposition of the Vinding Formation took place 
in a shallow brackish marine sea, as. evidenced by 
the presence of ostracod faunas of Darwinula and 
Limnocythere spp. and oolitic limestones (cf. Chris
tensen 1962-1973 and Will 1969). It is judged from the 
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distribution of the formation that the sea invaded the 
basin from the south, following the same route as 
the former Triassic Rot and Muschelkalk trans
gressions, i.e. through a depression situated in the 
present Storebrelt area, for which the name the 
Storebrelt Gate is proposed. The presence of almost 
identical ostracod faunas in the NW German Postera 
»Schichten« and the Vinding Formation (cp. Chris
tensen 1962-1973) sustain this assumption. Also in 
NW Poland a similar facies, the Jarkowo Beds, is 
found (Senkowiczowa & Szyperko-Sliwczynska 
1975, Dadlez 1976b, Kopik 1976). In marginal areas 
the J ark ow( o) Beds rest unconformably on eroded 
Carnian deposits. 

During the initial transgression over the continen
tal gypsiferous Carnian red beds (Oddesund For
mation, in prep.) of the central basin, a phase with 
sabhka-type environments seems to have existed. 
The evidence is the basal facies of bedded dolomitic 
limestones, dolomitic and anhydritic claystones con
taining algal remains of Botryococcus. In the hinter
land the sedimentation oflow energy fluvial red beds 
continued, as seen in the Skagen 2 well, where the 
Upper Triassic fluvial, arkosic red beds have proved 
to contain a Granuloperculatipollis palynoflora (cp. 
fig. 3). The corresponding facies is known as the 
Kagerod Beds in Skane (Sweden) (Troedsson 1951) 
and constitutes the top Skagerrak Formation in the 
northwestern Norwegian-Danish Basin (Deegan & 
Scull 1977). 

With the establishment of more permanent water 
cover, ostracod faunas immigrated into the basin and 
the RingkJl)bing-Fyn High became completely inun
dated. In the shallow environment were formed oolitic 
limestones and pelletal lime muds. A flora fringing 
the basin and producing Circumpollis-type pollen 
probably grew up at the same time. Similar type floras 
producing Classopollis pollen are found to be com
mon in the tidal and deltaic deposits formed during 
the regressive Jurassic-Early Cretaceous phases, 
e.g. in the Wealden facies, but a distinctive, general 
relationship between the motherplants and the facies 
distribution can not at present be ruled out ( cf. Batten 
1976). 

The deepening of the basin seems to have con
tinued, but a gradual change in climate towards more 
humid conditions (cf. Will 1969) led to an increased 
influx of silt and fine-grained sand into the basin. This 
change is also seen in the composition of the micro
flora. The rather heavy Ricciisporites tetrads and 
much disseminated plant material dominate the pa
lynopreparations visually, but the Classopollis
Corollina group is still common. Granuloperculati
pollis almost disappears. At this stage the formation 



consists of the pro-delta claystones of a prograding 
delta - the Gass um Formation. This upper part of the 
Vinding Formation compares well with the » Untere 
Contorta Tone« of NW Germany (Will 1969). 

In NW Poland the equivalent beds to the upper part 
of the Vinding Formation are the Zbaszynek Beds (cf. 
Dadlez 1976, Kopik 1976, Lund 1977). 

Gassum Formation 
(Larsen 1966) emend. 

Type section. Gassum No. I borehole , DGU File No. 
58.231 

56°33'76" N - 10°00'18" E of Greenwich 

Depth interval (Larsen 1966): 
1513m-1642m below ground (ground ele
vation 53.3 m) 

Depth interval (proposed): 
1513m-1643m below ground level. 

Thickness in type section: 130 m (426') 

Reference sections 
Basin center: R0nde No. I borehole , DGU 
File No. 80 . 164 

(fig. 4) Depth interval (proposed): 
257 lm-271 lm below M.S.L. 
2614-2753m below K.B. (Gamma Ray
Neutron I :200) 

Thickness in reference section: 139 m 

(fig. 6) Basin margin: Flyvbjerg No. l borehole , 
DGU File No. 9.317 

Depth interval (proposed): 
126lm-1457m below M.S.L. 
1308m-1504m below K.B. (S .P.-Resistivity 
1:1000) 

Thickness in reference section: 196 m 

Original description . » The Gassum Formation is a predominantly 
light grey to whiti sh, in places rather coarse-grained sandstone, 
sometimes resembling an arkose, with subordinate dark-coloured 
clay bands and coal lenses; fragments of coalified wood together 
with remains of leaves etc . appear here and there. In a few places 
a sparse microfoss il content is found . Where sand and clay alter
nate in thin beds , lenticular and crumpled bedding can be seen now 
and then ; since the deformed zones appear to be bounded by ob-
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viously undisturbed layers , the deformation may be classified as 
synsedimentary , probably belonging to the phenomena slumping 
(see **). In a few cores there are vertical , straight , sand-filled 
tubes, some of which may be due to burrowing mussels , while 
others are obviously the work of worms (see **). The lithology , 
extent and form of the formation suggest that it is of deltaic origin 
and spread out into the basin from a source in the north or north
east«. (Larsen 1966, pp. 23-24). 

Remarks 

The Gassum borehole is regarded as the type locality 
for the Gassum Formation , although this is not form
ally established. The formation is only said to be 
named after this borehole (Larsen 1966, p. 23). 

The top of the formation in the Gassum borehole 
is at 1513 m below ground level, as seen in plate XII 
of Larsen . This corresponds to the depth 4980' below 
the rotary table. The reason for the selection of this 
special depth is probably to be found in a remark by 
A. N0rvang in a DAPCo report of August 6, 1948: 

»Increased hardness of the rock below 4980' is re
ported in the Geologist's Log and this depth is for 
that reason chosen as the top of the Rhaetic «. Later 
on , this depth was figured as the top of the Rhaetic 
by Sorgenfrei & Buch (1964) . This boundary also 
coincides with the top of a minor arenaceous bed , 
however, to judge from the gamma ray curve, which 
shows a distinct minimum below ea. 4980'. By use 
of the gamma ray curves this level can be correlated 
to the Voldum l and R0nde 1 borings southeast of 
Gassum , where it corresponds to levels with low 
average velocities above and high average velocities 
below as seen from the sonic Jog. As the sonic log 
has been selected in later work as one of the basic 
curves for determination of the top of the Gassum 
Formation the original top depth in the Gass um boring 
has remained unaltered. 

The base of the formation in the Gass um borehole 
fortunately occurs in a cored section with 100% rec
overy . It is to be defined as the transition point from 
the barren sands above to the underlying claystones 
of the Vinding Formation (see later) atadepthof5406' 
below rotary table. The recognition of this level in 
other borings will be discussed later under 'Log 
motifs' . Relevant critical remarks on the lithostrati
graphical treatment of the Gassum Formation in 
Deegan & Scull (1977) are given in Michelsen (1977) 
and thus no further comments are needed . 
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Redescription 

Lateral extension and thickness 

The sediments of the Gas sum Formation are recog
nized in borings north of the Ringkfbbing-Fyn High 
(fig. 7). To the northwest the formation extends out 
in the North Sea, being present in the wells Dansk 
Nordsfb F-1, K-1 and J-1 (Bertelsen 1975, Michelsen 
1978). It is also known to be present in Norwegian 
borings further to the northwest in the Norwegian
Danish Basin (Deegan & Scull 1977, Michelsen 1978). 
It is still uncertain how far the formation extends in 
an easterly and southeasterly direction (see Larsen 
1966, p. 28), but the wells Ullerslev 1, Rfbdby 1 & 2, 
and 0rslev 1 are included in the present study. The 
coal bearing Rhaetian sands of Skline, however, are 
obviously comparable with the Gassum Formation. 
In a seismological study of the Kattegat area, Baart
man found that: » The second most continuous se
ismic event is associated with the approximate top 
of the Triassic formation. This horizon provides a 
strong reflector throughout most of the western and 
southern portions of the Kattegat area, when not dis
turbed by faulting. Subsurface control at the Rfbnde 
No. 1 and Gassum No. 1 wells indicates that this 
horizon corresponds approximately with the Rhaetic 
formation: a marine and deltaic deposition in this 
area, which in N. Jylland and the Kattegat is devel
oped as a predominantly sandy facies. « (Baartman 
& Christensen 1975, p. 10). 

The revised thickness measured in the individual 
wells are figured in table 2. 

Lithology 

Three members are generally recognized in the cen
tral and southern part of the basin. The lower G 1 Mem
ber contains the main reservoir beds of this area. It 
is typically developed as an upwardly coarsening 
unit, starting with interbedded dark grey claystone, 
siltstones and fine-grained sandstones, finely lami
nated, carbonaceous, micaceous ahd slightly pyritic. 
The upper beds consist of fine- to medium-grained, 
sometimes coarse-grained quartzose sandstones, 
whitish, olive-grey and greenish-grey, locally with 
thin coal seams. In the southeastern area, including 
wells such as Gassum 1, Rfbnde 1, Horsens 1, 
Slagelse 1 and Ullerslev 1, it has a more abrupt base 
towards the Vinding Formation, and the upper part 
is more clayey. 

The G2 Member is characterized by the dominance 
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of black to olive-grey, carbonaceous clay stones over 

minor siltstone and fine-grained sandstones. 

G2 grades upwards into the lighter coloured grey 
and red-brown silty claystones of the Q3 Member, 
followed by mainly fine-grained sandstones and silt
stones, light greenish-grey; micaceous, commonly 
glauconitic and minor claystones, grey, greyish
brown and greenish-grey. 

The tripartion of the formation described above is 
confined to the central and southern part of the basin. 
Towards the north (that is inclusive of the Mars 1 
well) the formation is represented by still younger 
sandy members sometimes seen to be interdigitating 
with the marine, dark grey claystones of the Lower 
Jurassic Fjerritslev Formation. There seems to be 
a general coarsening of the sediments towards the 
north and the oldest cycles drilled in the V edsted
Flyvbjerg-Bfbrglum area have a distinctive cyclical 
nature with crossbedded upwardly fining sequences. 
Coal beds occur sporadically. For further lithological 
details see Larsen 1966 (pls. III, IV, V, VII), but note 
that the chronostratigraphy given is not fully valid. 

Log motifs and boundary definitions 

The formation in its entirety, as well as the individual 
members, is defined on the interval transit time log 
in combination with the gamma ray, S.P. and com
pensated neutron-formation density (overlay) log. 
The caliper log may also be useful because the clay
stones cave into the borehole, in contradiction to the 
porous sandstones. The very micaceous, glauconitic 
sandstones of the GJ Member may cause difficulty 
for a definition of the boundary based on the gamma 
ray-interval transit time log. But the problems can 
be solved by the use of the compensated neutron
formation density (CNL/FDC) overlay technique 
(Schlumberger 1974) in combination with the caliper 
log. As previously mentioned, the overlay technique 
is also useful for the lower demarcation towards the 
Vinding Formation. 

A variety of log motifs in the gamma ray and S.P. 
logs are seen within the various sandy members, 
depending on the situation of the wells within the 
basin (see fig. 8 and plates in Larsen 1966). Upwardly 
coarsening sequences (funnel-shaped log motifs if 
the log is rotated around its own axis) are typically 
seen in the G1 Member in the southern and central 
part of the basin. Towards the north and east they 
grade into cylindrical motifs (more constant grain 
size). Bell-shaped motifs (upwardly fining) sequen
ces are sometimes noted in the top of G1. 



Geological age 

The Gassum Formation is diachronous (cp. fig. 8). 
In the basin center it is of mainly Rhaetian age with 
miospore assemblages of type 11-111 (cp. fig. 3; Lund 
1977), but with the upper part (ass. IV) transitional 
to Hettangian. To the north the younger members are 
of Hettangian-Sinemurian age. 

Interpretation of the depositional history 

In accordance with Larsen (1966) the Gassum For
mation is interpreted as a mainly fluvio-deltaic de
posit. With the aid ofldg motifs, sediment characters, 
and fossil content, and following the analytical inter
pretation system of Selley (1975) the depositional 
history may be outlined as below. 

The log motifs of the gamma ray or S.P. logs of the 
lowermost member, the G, sandy member show gen
erally upward coarsening sequences in the basin 
center. The » nervous« characters of the logs and in
formation from sidewall cores demonstrate a lami
nated sequence grading from interbedded clay/ 
siltstone below towards fine-, middle- and even 
coarse-grained sand above. All sediments contain 
dispersed carbonaceous material, lack glauconite 
and are generally barren with regard to marine micro
fossils such as ostracods and foraminifera. Some
times a basal thin glauconite bearing sandstone is 
present. The top part of the member is defined by a 
more or less gradual change to clay deposition. Oc
casional coal seams are present near the top of the 
member and some thin dolomitic bands may also be 
found. 

The G, Member is interpreted as the deposits of 
a northern so-called Gassum Delta (Larsen 1966). 
Deltafront upwardly coarsening sequences are found 
in the southern and central part of the basin. The 
facies is grading into distributary channel sands to
wards the top of the member with upwardly fining 
lithology sometimes ending up in interdistributary 
bay coal-swamp deposition (Mors 1, Dansk Nords!/1 
K-1). The corresponding fluvial hinterland deposits 
have not yet been located definitely, but the Vallakra 
Beds in Skane may be a representative facies. The 
thin occasionally recognized basal glauconitic sand
stone may be interpreted as a submarine channel 
deposit. 

The mainly clayey distal G2 Member is palaeon
tologically characterized by the incoming of a sparse 
fauna of Ammodiscus agglutinating foraminifera and 
Rhaetavicula contorta (Portlock) bivalves (the latter 
recorded in Vinding 1 and Gassum 1), whereas no 
important change is noted in the palynotlora (cp. fig. 
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3). The deposits are interpreted as the sediments of 
a drowning delta-plain, probably due to a eustatic rise 
in sea level and/or an increased subsidence rate. 
Self-compaction may also explain the drowning. 

The dark-coloured clays are generally rich in dis
seminated plant material and pyrite which points to
wards anaerobic floor conditions. The G1 and G2 
members are correlated with the middle and upper 
Contorta Beds (»Hauptsandstein« and »Obere Con
torta Tone«) ofNW Germany (Will 1969) and with the 
Vallakra and Mine Beds of NW Skane (Sweden) 
(Troedsson 1951). In the Polish Lowlands the G1-G3 
Gassum Formation equivalent can be proven by pa
lynology to be the Wielichowo Beds (cp. fig. 3; Lund 
1977 and lithology by Kopik 1976). 

The subsequent G3 Member, corresponding in NW 
Germany to the Triletes Beds (»Ober Rhaet Sands
tein«) (Will 1969), seems to represent a regressive 
phase - a final pulse of the Early Cimmerian phase 
during which limnic conditions returned to the basin. 
The dark grey claystones of the G2 Member grade 
upwards into the partly red-coloured silty claystones 
(»Rote Levalloische Tone« cf. Will 1969) of the G3 
Member, which may mean that the anaerobic envi
ronment of G2 was replaced by an oxidizing milieu. 
The clayey deposits grade towards the north into 
more sandy deposits. They are overlain in the basin 
center by fine-grained sandstones, siltstones and 
shales, light coloured, calcareous, micaceous and 
glauconitic, which may represent mouth bar deposits 
or shoal sands formed in front of a regressive delta 
withdrawing northwards during the early Jurassic 
transgressive phase. 

There are several indications besides the above
mentioned ones for a regressive and tectonically ac
tive stage between the time of deposition of the G2 
(»Contorta«) shales and the Lower Jurassic shales 
of the Fjerritslev Formation. As pointed out by 
Troedsson (1951), in NW Skane (Sweden) there is 
a break in the sedimentation between the coal-bearing 
beds of the Mine Beds and the overlying Boserup 
Beds, which constitute the basal member of the Het
tangian Helsingborg Beds, and which were found by 
the present author to contain me gas pores of N athors
tisporites hopliticus Jung. The basal Boserup Beds 
are kaolinitic, sometimes developed as weathered ar
koses, sometimes as pure clay, and they may either 
overlie the Mine Beds abruptly or onlap the Archaic 
basement. Lund (1977) correspondingly concluded 
on the basis of palynological investigations that the 
Upper Rhaetic is probably missing both in NW Po
land and in Skane. The synsedimentary tectonic ac
tivity during the deposition of the V allakra and Mine 
Beds is discussed and exemplified by Bolau (1969). 



In the Pomerania Trough of NW Poland an uncon
formity is widely recognized at the base of the Juras
sic (Dadlez 1976b). 

It should also be mentioned that no Rhaetian aged 
deposits are known from the island ofBomholm, situ
ated in the Fennoscandian Border Zone of the Baltic 
Sea. According to Gry ( 1969) the Hettangian to Lower 
Sinemurian (N. hopliticus bearing) Lower Coal Bear
ing Series rests unconformably on either Archaic 
basement or Keuper red beds, thus testifying to dras
tic tectonic events analogous with those described 
from the FBZ in Skane. Finally, attention must be 
drawn to the missing Middle-Upper Rhaetic se
quence in the Skagen 2 well, as proven by the present 
investigation. 

The final phase in the development of the Gas sum 
Formation comprises the Hettangian-early Sinemu
rian time interval. The basin was transgressed by a 
shallow sea, which was inhabited by a variegated 
marine fauna of foraminifers, ostracods, lamelli
branchs and cephalopods, and which gave rise to the 
basinal claystones of the Fjerritslev Formation (Sor
genfrei & Buch 1964, Michelsen 1975-1978). In the 
northern, eastern and southeastern margins the de
position of sands in deltaic, now more tidally influen
ced environments continued (cf. Sellwood 1972). 
These sands constitute the youngest members of the 
Gassum Formation. In northern Jylland they inter
digitate with the Fjerritslev Formation as seen in the 
S.P. logs from Flyvbjerg 1 and B0rglum 1 (see fig. 8 
and pls. in Larsen 1966). Palynological investigations 
(to be published separately) have shown that the main 
part of the formation in this area is of Hettangian
Lower Sinemurian age. However, it should be men
tioned that three different megaspore assemblages 
are recorded: the T. pinguis ass. (Rhaetian), the 
N. hopliticus ass. (Hettangian-L. Sinemurian) and 
the H. planatus ass. (U. Sinemurian). The latter as
semblage is not restricted to the U. Sinemurian, but 
ranges up through the Domerian ( cf. Marcinkiewicz 
1971). The marine, ostracod-bearing claystones of 
the Fjerritslev Formation overlying the Gassum For
mation in this region are however of Sinemurian-L. 
Pliensbachian age (Michelsen 1975), which gives the 
Gassum Formation an upper age limit. Contempora
neous beds are found in NW Skane (Helsingborg 
Beds, Troedsson 1951), as mentioned earlier. Ac
cording to Vossmerbaumer 1970 they belong to a 
deltaic complex which was gradually growing and 
becoming submerged. A similar fluvially and tidally 
influenced facies regime is also found in the south
eastern Danish area (Sellwood 1972, Michelsen 
1973). It is part of a major fluvio-deltaic complex oc
cupying the Polish Basin and the eastern part of the 
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North German Basin (Will 1969, Dadlez & Kopik 
1970, Hausser & Kurze 1975). Control points with 
recovery of N. hopliticus assemblages are the Swed
ish Hollviken 2 and Svedala wells (Brotzen 1950, 
Lundblad 1956), the R0dby 1 and 0rslev 1 wells 
(Bertelsen & Michelsen 1970, Michelsen 1975) and 
the Lower Goal Bearing Series of Bornholm (Gry 
1969). Reference must also be made to the megaspore 
studies by Marcinkiewicz (1971) of the contempora
neous Polish Mechowo Beds. 

Fully marine environments were established 
throughout the Danish Subbasin during Lower Sine
murian. The Lower Sinemurian Doshult Beds of 
Skane (Troedsson 1951) represent the sandy, near
shore deposits of the transgression. They differ 
mainly from the underlying Helsingborg Beds in that 
they contain a fauna of purely marine fossils such as 
ammonites, belemnites and brachiopods. 

At the same time a major transgression took place 
from the west into the East German part of the North 
German Basin (Schumacher & Sonntag 1964). In the 
Polish Lowlands the main transgression took place 
in early Pliensbachian (Dadlez 1976b). The Pomerania 
Trough situated along the Precambrian Platform was 
only slightly affected by the transgression (Dadlez 
1976b). Minor, earlier ingressions of the sea are how
ever seen in the Lower and Upper Mechowo Beds 
cp. fig. 9 (Dadlez 1976a), but due to lack of fossil 
evidence the dating of those events is somewhat 
doubtful. 

The marine series overlying the Lower Coal Bear
ing series on Bornholm have been dated to L. Pliens
bachian by means of ammonites (Gry 1969). 

» Ullerslev Formation« 

The sandstones of the Gassum Formation in the 
central and northwestern part of the Danish Subbasin 
were undoubtedly transported into the basin by rivers 
coming from the north and northeast as originally 
stated by Larsen (1966) and as seen in the outcrops 
in Skane (Troedsson 1951, Bolau 1969). More doubt
ful is the origin of the sandy sediments recovered in 
the Ullerslev 1, R0dby 1 & 2 ( and later the 0rslev 1) 
wells which were named the Ullerslev Formation by 
Larsen. Larsen considered the Ullerslev Formation 
to be contemporaneous with the Gassum Formation 
and regarded it as a local deltaic complex fringing the 
Ringk0bing-Fyn High and originating from »the 
Ringk0bing-Fyn island« (Larsen I 966, p. 88). Lar-



sen's concepts with regard to the Ullerslev For
mation are now doubted however in the light of the 
newer information from the region. Firstly, the pa
lynological investigations of the R0dby 1 well by Lund 
(1977) have shown that the lower part of the Ullerslev 
Formation in this well corresponds to the German 
Postera Beds (sensu Will 1969). This means that this 
section was deposited simultaneously with the Vind
ing Formation as re-defined in the present paper. Sec
ondly, also the lower but not so arenaceous part of 
the section in the Ullerslev well is contemporaneous 
with the Postera Beds as proven by the ostracod 
fauna (Christensen 1962) and this limestone-bearing 
section too has therefore been regarded as a marginal 
deposit of the Vinding Formation (cf. well data, table 
1). Thirdly, there is a striking similarity between the 
lithology and log motifs of the remaining upper sandy 
part of the Ullerslev well section and the Gassum 
Formation sections of the Horsens 1, R0nde 1, Gas
sum 1, Slagelse 1 and other wells, and thus this part 
has been included in the Gassum Formation. 

The heavy mineral associations of the R!i!dby 1 and 
Ullerslev 1 deviate from those of the Gassum For
mation in northern and central Jylland etc. in having 
a low garnet and a high tourmaline content, as stres
sed by Larsen. The main basal sands of the two wells 
here regarded as belonging to the Gassum Formation 
are further seen to be rather quartzose (high quartz/ 
feldspar ratio) (Larsen 1966, pls. XIV, XV). The 
sands are thus very close in composition to the 
uniformly composed Rhaetian-Hettangian sands 
recovered in the northern part of the G .D.R. (D.D.R.) 
(Hausser & Kurze 1975). These sands have been 
shown by the aid of heavy mineral spectra and grain 
size studies to have come from the Baltic area in a 
south westerly direction (so-called » Baltisch
Ostmecklenburgische Schiittung« by Kurze). It is 
therefore assumed that the Rhaetian and Hettan
gian-L. Sinemurian sands in the southeastern Da
nish region originate from the Baltic drainage system, 
too. This also explains why the Rhaetian and Het
tangian are distinctly more arenaceous in the 0rslev 
1 well than in the R0dby 1 well, which is situated more 
westerly, and why thick Hettangian-Lower Sinemu
rian deposits are present on Bornholm - although the 
importance of local border zone tectonics must not 
be forgotten. 

As a conclusion to the above discussion it has been 
decided to repeal the Ullerslev Formation as a litho
stratigraphical unit. In the type section, the Ullerslev 
well, it is to be divided into and be replaced by the 
Vinding Formation and the Gassum Formation (cf. 
tables 1 & 2). With regard to the R!i!dby and 0rslev 
wells more investigations are probably needed before 
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a formal lithostratigraphy for those wells can be fin
ally established. 

Michelsen (1973) has shown that the Lower Juras
sic section in R0dby 1 is composed of alternating 
intervals of terrestial and marine dominance, 
whereas the corresponding section in 0rslev 1 (Mi
chelsen 1975) can be divided into a lower deltaic type 
deposit with megaspores of the N. hopliticus as
semblage and barren of ostracods, and an upper 
marine, ostracod-bearing section referable to the 
Fjerritslev Formation. Michelsen (1975) provision
ally included the entire Lower Jurassic sections in 
both wells into the Fjerritslev Formation. 

In the present paper, the entire Lower Jurassic 
section of the R0dby wells is included in the Gassum 
Formation and the marine intervals are regarded as 
interdigitating stringers of the Fjerritslev Formation 
as seen in the northern margin of the basin. In the 
0rslev well the above-mentioned lower section of the 
Lower Jurassic interval is included in the Gassum 
Formation, whereas the upper section is referred to 
the Fjerritslev Formation. 

Postsedimentary erosion 

The role of the Ringk0bing-Fyn High as a depositional 
barrier between the North German Basin and the 
Norwegian-Danish Basin which came into function 
during the Permo-Triassic had had its day by the late 
Triassic. This means that the Ringk!,)bing Fyn High 
is assumed to have become completely inundated 
during the main part of the time span covering the 
deposition of the Vinding and Gassum formations. 
This thesis, which is contrary to the opinion of earlier 
writers, is based on the following considerations. 1) 
There is a striking similarity in the facies and faunal 
distribution on both sides of the High (Will 1969, 
present description). In NW Germany the change 
towards more basinal (marine) deposits - the fining 
direction - is from E to W, which is more or less 
parallel to the direction of the Ringk0bing-Fyn High. 
In the Danish Subbasin the general fining direction 
is from NE towards SW. 2) Michelsen (1977) in dis
cussing the distribution of the Lower Jurassic Fjer
ritslev Formation reached analogous conclusions 
with regard to the original extension of the lower 
Jurassic sea. Neither lithological nor biological in
dications of near-shore conditions are found along the 
northern flank of the Ringk!,)bing-Fyn High or in the 
Central Graben; thus the Ringk0bing-Fyn High hardly 
could be regarded as a source area. He further claims 
that the tectonic activity at the Lower/Middle Juras
sic transition may have led to erosion of the Lower 



Jurassic sequence along the RFH to the southeast 
(Sjrelland) and probably also to the northwest in the 
Norwegian part of the Norwegian-Danish Basin. 3) 
If the RFH was exposed during the Rhaetian (formed 
an island cf. Larsen 1966) it is difficult to explain the 
presence of almost complete Keuper sequences in 
such wells as Ringe 1 (Fyn), Grindsted 1 (Jylland) 
and Dansk N ords0 C-1, R-1 and S-1, and the rec
overy of the Vinding Formation so far south as in the 
Harte 2 well (Jylland) in »normal« basinal develop
ment. It is therefore concluded that the two basins, 
the North German Basin and the Danish Subbasin 
were directly connected and were part of one major 
depositional province (cf. Will 1969). The most ob
vious explanation for the inundation of the RFH is 
a relative rise of the sea level due to global eustatic 
changes (Vaile t al. 1977). The pronounced hiatus ( cp. 
fig. 7) over the RFH and including the M0n-Arkona 
High with surrounding areas covering the late Tri
assic-late Jurassic/early Cretaceous time interval in
dicates a general uplift of the central North Sea area 
sometime during the Jurassic. According to Ziegler 
(1977), Michelsen (1977), and others, this uplift took 
place by the end of the Lower Jurassic during the 
so-called Mid-Cimmerian Phase. During the subse
quent period rapid subsidence of the Central Graben 
took place and much of the graben fill is believed to 
originate from eroded Rhaetian and Lower Jurassic 
sediments, as evidenced by the presence of e.g. 
Rhaetian re-worked Ricciisporites pollen throughout 
the Middle-Upper Jurassic Central Graben se
quence. At the same time the RFH reappeared as a 
depositional barrier between the North German and 
the Norwegian-Danish Basin. 

Increased tectonic activity in the block-faulted 
Fennoscandian Border Zone accompanied by vulcan
ism occurred simultaneously during the Middle
Upper Jurassic, as seen in Skane. The present-day 
distribution of the discussed sediments in e.g. Skane 
and Bornholm is however a function of late Cretace
ous-early Tertiary Laramide »inversion« move
ments (Ziegler 1977) during which the Shield margin 
NE of the Fjerritslev-Romele As fault trend (cp. fig. 
2) was uplifted - and of subsequent erosion during 
the Pleistocene glaciation. 

Summary of the depositional 
history 

The deposition of the Vinding and Gassum for
mations took place at the Triassic-Jurassic tran
sition. The mainly continental Triassic regime was 
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replaced by a marine regime dominated by shallow 
water, epeiric seas. The depositional story reflects 
the interaction of the two major controlling factors, 
the climate and the eustatic change in sea level due 
to crustal tectonic events. Parts of this story are 
schematically summarized in fig. 9, which shows the 
cyclical development of the sedimentation. 

The first cycle comprises the deposition of the 
Vinding Formation and the basal G1 Member of the 
Gassum Formation. After an initial regressive phase 
(Early Cimmerian), which is recognized as a break 
in sedimentation in Poland and the G.D.R., a shallow 
brackish sea invaded the Danish Subbasin, the North 
German Basin and the Polish Basin, giving rise to the 
sedimentation of the Vinding Formation and equival
ent lime-rich, clayey formations. The Ringk0bing
Fyn High gradually became inundated and faunal con
nection between the basins was established. In the 
northern and eastern marginal areas the sedimen
tation ofred beds continued (the Skagerrak Formation 
and the Kagerod Beds). A gradual change in climate 
towards more humid conditions in combination with 
a minor regression caused the G1 fluvio-deltaic sands 
to spread into the basin and thereby brought the first 
cycle to an end. 

The second cycle is initiated by the invasion of the 
»Contorta Sea« due to increased subsidence of the 
basin floor or rather to a relative rise in sea level. The 
G1 delta complex was drowned and covered by the 
muds of the G2 Member. A renewed uplift, during 
which the margins became positive ( or a lowering of 
the sea level) finished the second cycle. A deposition 
of sands (G3 Member) indicates this final major Early 
Cimmerian pulse. 

The third cycle covers the early Jurassic time in
terval (global cycle JI of Vail et al. 1977). The onset 
is marked by the widely recognized Hettangian trans
gression (cf. Hallam 1978) and as mentioned earlier 
the »Base Jurassic« is seen as a strong seismic re
flector within the Danish Subbasin. The trans
gression led to deposition of shallow water silty clays 
of the Fjerritslev Formation in the central part of the 
Norwegian-Danish Basin. The sedimentation of 
marginal, partly deltaic sands continued however 
along the margin of the basin (the younger G members 
and the Helsingborg Beds) until late Sinemurian time, 
where extensive marine conditions were established 
in the basin. 

A very analogous development in the sedimen
tation is seen in northern Germany and Poland during 
the Late Triassic-Early Jurassic period. NW Poland 
was only slightly influenced by the Hettangian trans
gression however, and full marine conditions in the 
Polish Basin were not established before the Lower 



CORRELATION OF THE MARGINAL LATE TRIASSIC - EARLY JURASSIC 
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Fig. 9. Correlation of the marginal late Triassic-early Jurassic deposits of NE Denmark, SW Sweden and NW Poland. The Skane model is based mainly 
on Troedsson (1951) and Norling (1972). The Polish model is illustrative of the Pomerania Through and the East European Platform margin and 
is based on Dadlez (1976a & 1976b). 
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Pliensbachian (Carixian) transgression. 
The contemporaneous onset of transgressions and 

the similarity in the cyclical development of the se
dimentation which is indicated in the Norwegian
Danish Basin, the North German Basin and the Polish 
Basin during N orian-Sinemurian (fig. 9) is interpreted 
as due to a function of eustatic sea level changes 
rather than the effect of local tectonic events. The 
models described by Vail et al. (1977) and Hallam 
( 1978) therefore plainly seem applicable to this region. 
Only in the relatively narrow zone along the shield 
margin known as the Teisseyre-Tomquist line (Fen
noscandian Border Zone and part of the Pomerania 
Trough) may synsedimentary tectonic movements 
have been of major importance for the course of the 
sedimentation. 

Dansk sammendrag 

De !Z)vre triassiske - nedre jurassiske 
Vinding og Gassum formationer i det 
Norsk-danske Bassin 

Data fra en rrekke nyere boringer i det Norsk-danske 
Bassin har givet anledning til en revision og genbe
skrivelse af de jl)vre triassiske-nedre jurassiske 
Vinding og Gassum Formationer, oprindelig be
skrevet af Larsen (1966). Genbeskrivelsen omfatter 
f!l)lgende punkter: Revision aftypeprofil og oprettelse 
af reference profiler, kortfattet lithologisk beskri
velse, beskrivelse af wire line logmotiver og deres 
brug ved grrensedragninger, geologisk alder, samt 
tolkning afbassinudvikling og aflejringsmilj!I). Endvi
dere foretages en sammenligning med de jrevnal
drende dannelser i det Nordtyske og Polske Bassin. 

Vinding Formationen kan kort karakteriseres som 
en marin, brak, lavtvandsdannelse af m!l)rkegra ler
sten med indlejrede tynde kalksten. Hyppigt ses 
brenke af mikrokrystalline, dolomitiske kalksten ved 
basis, medens oolithiske kalksten typisk optrreder 
i det mellemste afsnit. Formationens mregtighed og 
udbredelse fremgar affig. 5. Alderen kan pa basis af 
analyser af ostracodfaunaer og palynomorpher 
bed!l)mmes til norien-rhaetien. Vinding Formationen 
overlejres conformt af Gassum Formationen. 

Gassum Formationen er en fluvio-deltaisk dan
nelse af ensidig nordlig og !l)stlig oprindelse. I den 
sydlige og centrale del af bassinet kan den inddeles 
i tre members (G1, G2 og G3), medens en rrekke yngre 
members kan erkendes i de nordlige jyske boringer. 
G1 er formationens basale og mregtigste sandstens
member, svarende til Mittelrhaet Hauptsandstein i 
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det Nordtyske Bassin. G2 er opbygget af m!l)rke, or
ganisk rige lersten. Q3 member omfatter r!l)dlige, 
brunlige og lyst gragr!l)nne lersten og lyse, glimmer
rige tildels glaukonitf!l)rende, finkomede sandsten, 
der kanjrevnf!l)res med Triletes Schichten (Oberrhaet 
Sandstein) i N ordtyskland. De yngre members bestar 
af vekslende, ofte kulf!l)rende, lersten og sandsten, 
der kan sammenlignes med Helsingborg lagene i NV 

Skane. Formationens udbredelse og mregtighed er 
vist pa fig. 7. Formationen er diachron. G1 til GJ kan 
ved hjrelp af palynomorpher dateres til rhaetien-nedre 
hettangien, medens de yngre members er af hettan
gien-sinemurien alder. 

Et srerligt afsnit er viet Ringk!l)bing-Fyn H!l)jderyg
gens rolle i bassinudviklingen. Det pavises, at der 
er en njl)je parallellitet mellem den sedimentologiske 
udvikling i bassinerne nord og syd for Ringk!l)bing
Fyn H!l)jderyggen, samt at sidstnrevnte struktur 
nreppe har fungeret som barriere mellem bassineme 
og ej heller synes at have vreret kildeomrade for se
dimenttilf!l)rsel til det Danske Sub-bassin. For
mationemes manglende tilstedevrerelse over dele af 
H!l)jderyggen og dens forlrengelse i M!l)n-Arkona 
blokken tolkes som et resultat af Midt-Cimmerisk 
hrevning ved overgangen til mellem jura med 
paf!l)lgende mellem til jl)vre jurassisk erosion. 

Endelig sammenfattes aflejringsforl!l)bet og srettes 
i sammenhreng med st!l)rre regionale hrendelser, 
sasom en gradvis klimarendring fra semiaride til hu
mide forhold ved trias-jura overgangen samt relativ 
hrevning og srenkning af vandspejlet som f!l)lge af tidlig 
Cimmeriske globale skorpe-bevregelser. Tre se
dimentationscykler, hver isrer startende med en 
transgressiv og sluttende med en regressiv fase, kan 
pavises: F!l)rste cyclus omfatter aflejring af Vinding 
Formationen og G1 member, anden cyclus omfatter 
G2 og Q3 members, medens tredje cyclus der varer 
til udgangen af nedre jura indledningsvis omfatter de 
yngre members af Gassum Formationen i Nordjyl
land og i!l)vrigt hele Fjerritslev Formationen samt 
Haldager Formationen. 
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VINDING FORMATION WELL DATA Table 1 

Well Depth b. KB Log-type Log scale Depth b. Thick-
(m or feet) (top/base) MSLm ness 

Dansk Nords!ZI K-1 6735--6869' SP+ Res/SP+ Res 1:200 2016-2057 41 

Gassum I 5406-5590' GR+core description 1:500 1590-1646 56 

Harte 2 3103-3173' Mud log/Mud log 915-936 -21 

Horsens I 1600-1645m SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:1000 1543-1588 45 

Mors I 2934.6-3023.4m GR +(ITT)/GR +(ITT) 1:200 2917-3005 89 

N!Zlvling I 1932.0-1998.0m ITT/ITT 1:200 1863-1929 66 

R!Zidby 1* 2260-2350' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:500 683-711 27 

R!Zidby 2* 2208-2292' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:500 665--691 26 

R!Zinde I 2753.0-2824.6m (GR)+ N{(GR)+ N 1:200 2711-2782 72 

Slagelse 1 1287-1338m GR+N/GR+N 1:1000 1246-1297 51 

Thisted I 871.0-935.lm GR+ (ITT)/GR +(ITT) 1:200 835-899 64 

T0nder 2* 3675-3825' SP+(Res)/ SP+(Res) 1:500 1103-1149 46 

Ullerslev I 3088-3221' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:500 916-957 41 
Vemb 1 1853-1894m SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:1000 1837-1878 41 
Vinding 1 5420-5610' Mud log + drill. rate 1591-1648 58 
J\benra 1 * 3108-3123' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 1:500 891-896 -5 

* wells situated on the southern flank of the Ringk!Zlbing-Fyn High. 

Legend: Log types used for definition of upper/lower boundary 
GR = Gamma Ray; ITT = Interval Transit Time; SP = Spontaneous Potential; Res = Resistivity; N = Neutron; TD = Total 

depth of well; KB = Kelly Bushing; MSL = Mean Sea Level. 
Thicknesses are calculated from the log readings (b. KB) 
- indicates that the upper part of the formation is missing (unconformity) 

+ indicates that the formation has not been penetrated 

GASSUM FORMATION WELL DATA 

Well Depth b. KB Log-type 
(m or feet) (top/base) 

B!Zirglum 1 4500-5010' SP+Res/(TD) 

Dansk Nords!ZI F-1 6818-7068' GR+ITT/GR+ITT 
Dansk Nords!ZI J-1 5688.5-5925' GR+ITT/GR+ITT 
Dansk Nords!ZI K-1 6514-6735' SP+ Res/SP+ Res 
Fjerritslev 2 2233-2329m? Mud log/Mud log 
Flyvbjerg I 1308-1504m SP+ Res/SP+ Res 
Frederikshavn 1 2973-3227' SP+ Res/SP+ Res 
Frederikshavn 2 2903-3160' SP+ Res/SP+ Res 
Frederikshavn 3 2855-3065' SP+ Res/SP+ Res 
Gassum I 4980-5406' GR+ Mud log/GR+ Mud log 

Horsens 1 1506-1600m SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
Lav0 l 2133-2368m SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
Mors I 2768.4-2934.6m (GR)+ ITT/GR+ (ITT) 
N!Zivling I 1847.0-1932.0m ITT/ITT 
R0dby I* 1549-2260' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 

R!Zidby 2* 1486-2208' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
R!Zinde 1 2613.6-2753.0m GR+N/(GR)+N 
Skagen 2 1817-1854' Core description 
Slagelse I 1150-1287m GR+(N)/GR+N 
Thisted 1 746.0-871.0m (GR)+ ITT/GR +(ITT) 

T!Zinder 2* 3566-3675' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
Ullerslev 1 2763-3088' SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
Vedsted I 1897.5-2037.5m SP+(Res)/SP+(Res) 
Vembl 1795-1853fu SP+ Res/SP+(Res) 
Vinding 1 5252-5420' M~d log + drill. rate 
0rslev I* 523.1-744.0m (GR)+ ITT/(GR)+ ITT 

* wells situated on the southern flank of the Ringk!Zlbing-Fyn High 

Legend, see Table I 

Table 2 

Log scale Depth b. Thick-
MSLm ness 

1:500 1349-1505 156+ 

1:200 2041-2117 76 
1:200 1697-1769 72 
1:200 1948-2016 67 

2225-2321 96? 
1:1000 1261-1457 196 

1:500 893-971 77 
1:500 869-948 78 
1:500 860-924 64 
1:500 1460-1590 130 

1:1000 1449-1543 94 
1:1000 2105-2340 235 
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